ACP Maryland Chapter Virtual Poster Presentations 2021

Williams Student Conference Saturday, February 27

Information Link

- Students submit abstracts by February 20 as described above in the link
- Slides to dropbox by February 22 (Dropbox link will be provided once abstract has been submitted).

Mulholland Mohler Resident Conference Thursday, May 6 (Virtual)

- Research Includes: Basic, Clinical, QI/PS, High Value Care
- Abstracts based on prior published papers are not permitted
- 10 font, must fit in allotted space on the abstract form provided
- Vignette: Introduction, Patient Story (Essentials), Discussion, Conclusion (Succinct Take Home)
- Research: Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion, Conclusion
- Vignette Judged on Originality, Relevance, Appearance/Clarity/Organization of Poster, Quality of Oral Presentation, Presenters Knowledge of Subject

Be sure to check out the ACP Guide to Preparing for the Abstract Competition, which has a wealth of information to help you prepare and present your abstract and poster.

Residents submit abstracts by:
April 8 – residents submit abstracts to their Program Directors
April 15 – PDs submit to MD Chapter

APRIL 29 - PowerPoint slides to be submitted to dropbox. Once submitted, no changes can be made to these slides. The slides should include one of your overall poster and up to four other slides with close-ups of the information/material from the original poster. The supplemental slides should contain NO material that is not already on the poster.

YOU WILL NOT NEED TO PRINT THE ACTUAL POSTER - BUT YOU WILL NEED TO PRESENT YOUR SLIDES
VIRTUAL PRESENTATION DAY OUTLINE

Participants will be assigned to breakout rooms with links provided prior to the meeting. The 5 PowerPoint slides will be shown by a moderator. One slide should be of the entire poster. There will usually be 2 judges in the room. The clinical vignette presenter is given 5 minutes and the research presenter is given 6 minutes. The presenters will be notified if they move onto an additional round by text message. Each presenter will be given 2 minutes for Q & A.

What to wear: You should wear what you would usually wear to an in-person meeting.

It is suggested that sit by your laptop at a table to give the best viewing of yourself and your slide presentation. Make sure that your internet connection is reliable.